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Abstract
The Public Service Journal (JSP) - or the Civil Service
Magazine , as it was also known - was the official print
communication medium between the Estado Novo – or
New State – government (1937-1945) and the civil
service. It represented an important means of recording
and propagandizing Getulian Works, or, in other words,
the achievements of the Getúlio Vargas government, which
in this case refers to federal public buildings. By
assessing the period between 1937 and 1945, we have
been able to reconstruct the mosaic of official
architectural production over that period and understand
the system created to coordinate it, which employed
scientific principles of work rationalization applied to the
public service.
By means of the material gathered, especially documents
on the works and exhibits, we have gained an
understanding of the official architectural mindset,
discourse and concerns in relation to erecting modern
public buildings destined to house the various federal
services and bodies.
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LA “OBRA GETULIANA” ATRAVÉS
DE LA REVISTA DO SERVIÇO
PÚBLICO

Resumen
La Revista do Serviço Público (RSP) fue el
vehículo oficial de comunicación impresa entre
el gobierno del Estado Nuevo (1937-1945) y los
funcionarios públicos, constituyendo un
importante registro y propaganda de la “Obra
Getuliana”, traducida aquí por los edificios
públicos federales. El análisis de ese periódico,
entre 1937 y 1945, nos ha permitido
recomponer el mosaico de la producción
arquitectónica oficial en el período, así como el
“sistema” creado para coordinarla, imbuido de
los principios científicos de racionalización del
trabajo, aplicados a la administración pública.
De las informaciones recopiladas, especialmente
la documentación sobre las obras y los
certámenes expositivos, fue posible recuperar el
pensamiento, el discurso y las preocupaciones
arquitectónicas oficiales relativas a la
concreción de edificios públicos modernos para
los diferentes órganos y servicios federales.

Palabras clave
Revista do Serviço Público. “Obra Getuliana”.
Edificios públicos. Estilo moderno
norteamericano.

A“OBRA GETULIANA” ATRAVÉS
DA REVISTA DO SERVIÇO
PÚBLICO

Resumo
A Revista do Serviço Público (RSP) foi o
veículo oficial de comunicação impressa entre
o governo estadonovista (1937-1945) e o
funcionalismo público, constituindo
importante registro e propaganda da “Obra
Getuliana”, traduzida aqui pelos edifícios
públicos federais. A análise desse periódico
entre 1937 e 1945 permitiu-nos recompor o
mosaico da produção arquitetônica oficial no
período, bem como o “sistema” criado para
coordená-la, imbuído dos princípios científicos
de racionalização do trabalho, aplicados à
administração pública. Pelo material
levantado, especialmente a documentação
sobre as obras e os certames expositivos, foi
possível recuperar o pensamento, o discurso e
as preocupações arquitetônicas oficiais,
relativos à concreção de edifícios públicos
modernos para os diferentes órgãos e serviços
federais.

Palavras-chave
Revista do Serviço Público. “Obra Getuliana”.
Edifícios públicos. Estilo moderno norte-
americano.
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Introduction
After the assessment of the “Getulian Works” chapter of the Public Service
Journal (JSP) between the years of 1937 and 1945, it seemed timely for us to
consider the effort represented by the works focusing on architecture and
politics in the first Vargas government (1930/45)1 . By focusing on the JSP, we
wanted to emphasize its value as an institutional source of research for
historiographical works regarding the official architecture of the Vargas period,
minding the fact that little has been unearthed on such works.2

In due time, the assessment of the aforementioned magazine has enabled us to
partially reconstruct the mosaic of the official architectural production in that
period, as well as the “system of works” created after 1937 to coordinate such
production based on the scientific principles of rationalization of labor applied
to public administration. By means of the data assessed, mainly with regards to
the documentation on federal public buildings, it has also been possible to
recover the mindset, discourse and the official architectural concerns,
particularly those related to “modernity” in the “state architecture”.

It is important to clarify that the term “Getulian Works” is related to the body
of work formed by the buildings designed to house the headquarters of the
ministries and other bodies and services which reported to such ministries.3

Therefore, we have focused on the architecture designed by the State, whose
projects fell mostly under the responsibility of technical secretariats in the
Division of Engineering and Works of the civil and military ministries,4 or those
which resulted from competitions and project outsourcing.

By assessing articles published by the JSP which focused on federal public
buildings constructed in the former Capital City from mid 1930s onwards, we
have attempted to identify data on some of these buildings, such as the D.
Pedro II railway Station (1936/40), the Ministry of War (1938/41), the Fish
Processing Plant (1936/41), the National Press (1937/41) and the Rio de
Janeiro Customs Building (1939/41). Contrary to pioneering public buildings in
the modern period of the Brazilian architecture, in a certain way, such
buildings ended up being overlooked by architectural historiography. However,
they are a symbol of other standards of modernity in the “Getulian Works” and
really stand out from buildings of a more “Corbusian” origin.

The CIVIL SERVICE MAGAZINE (1937- )
Initially published by the Federal Council of the Public Civil Service (CFSCP) –
a public administration coordinating body – the JSP later became the
responsibility of the Civil Service Administrative Department (DASP), created in
July 1938 with a mandate to replace the former CFSCP. As explained in the
editorial of the inaugural issue launched back in November 1937, the goal of
the magazine was to:

[...] provide Brazilian civil service employees at federal, state and munici-
pal instances with the means to maintain a cultural and intellectual level
befitting professional standards required in their areas of expertise; [...]
keep the civil service abreast of the latest developments in the workings of
the Council [...], and collaborate with the works encouraged by the new
spirit, which has been brought about by the October Revolution.5
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As an instrument of instruction for the civil service regarding the status of the
new-state regime, JSP was well-known for its editorial, which covered subjects
linked to the structuring of the State under a political, administrative, economic
and legal point of view. The list of topics of interest also entailed the “official
architecture”, which became an important piece in the national-development
project for a “New Brazil” under the Vargas administration by communicating
social and economic progress in a concrete and symbolic manner.

Journalistic in nature, JPS’ articles on the buildings under Getulio’s
administration endeavored to explore the exemplary side of the official
architecture for private and future initiatives and, on top of that, appraise the
state sponsorship centered in the figure of Getulio Vargas. They also introduced
the official architectural concerns behind the completion of such buildings,
mainly those related to modernity, so as to emphasize the discourse on the
character of the official architecture.

The speech in favor of the “good architecture”, that of the modern movement,
established the guidelines of the modernity book on architecture and granted
buildings such as the headquarters of the Ministry of Health and Education
(MES) with a mandate to outline the proper direction for Brazilian architecture.
However, the discourse regarding other modern styles, such as the “modern
American style”, superseded stylistic whims in order to label as modern those
works that readily solved issues such as “usefulness”, “convenience”,
“comfort” and “purpose”. In turn, the keynote in this speech was the one
disseminated in articles dealing with buildings of the “Getulian Works”, such
as the ones listed below, except for those regarding the MES headquarters.

Prominent buildings, such as the headquarters or the ministries and bodies
that reported to such offices, were reported on individually in articles portraying
neatly-presented information with a very detailed technical profile and project
specifications. The other share of buildings was covered collectively in articles
about government programs on health and education and in articles about the
four official exhibitions organized between 1938 and 1944 in commemoration
of the Government’s initiatives. The exhibitions included: the Exhibition on the
occasion of the 30th anniversary of the Ministry of Transport and Public Works
(1938), the New-State Exhibition (1938), the Ministry of War Exhibition (1941)
and the Public Buildings Exhibition (1944).

A first stock-taking of the “Getulian Works”, which maintained the article of
the Chão magazine (1978) and the works by Lauro Cavalcanti (1995; 2006)
and Hugo Segawa (2006) as reference, disclosed the coexistence of
“antagonistic architecture”.6 Based on information introduced by Carlos Martins
(1987), these certainly persisted due to the standpoint of the State after 1930,
turning them into a “privileged space for the clash among the various cultural
projects”, as it was the “active element in the generation of a cultural field”
and a “decisive ruler”.7

As perceived in the assessment of JSP articles related to the norms of the
official architecture, in a certain way, the diversity in style was stimulated by
architectural guidelines which promoted buildings in compliance with material
resources and technical knowledge locally available, as well as language which
was compatible with its purpose. Besides that, the final approval for the projects
on public buildings had been a prerogative of the President of the Republic and
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DASP since 1939. Thus, we understand that the architectural character of the
“Getulian Works” was being exercised both by its designers (engineers and
architects) and mandatories (authorities) in respect to the architectural culture
and taste, as well as for the systematization it was submitted to.

The buildings of the “getulian works” in
the jsp

After visiting the United States of America in 1939 with a delegation headed by
Minister Oswaldo Aranha, the then head of DASP, Luiz Simões Lopes, wrote his
opinions about the civil service of that country in the JSP, taking the
opportunity to comment on the new premises built in the Brazilian Capital City.

The United States had exercised control of civil services through a
supreme and independent entity for over 50 years, which we started doing
just three years ago. If we are able to achieve this now, it is because the
Government is truly engaged in eradicating the causes and effects of an
ineffective civil service in order to place it at a level befitting the needs
dictated by the progressive spike on administrative work.

[...] However, we are going down the same path. As time goes by, the small

and anti-hygienic buildings are being phased out by means of constructing

larger and more modern ones which cater for the needs of the civil service.

We have already got such premises in the Ministries of Labor, Transport and
Defense (Navy) and we will soon achieve that for buildings still under
construction and in future projects for the ministries of Education,
Economy, War, etc., as well as in those that currently house or will house
several subordinate buildings, such as the National Press, the Central do
Brasil, the Fish Processing Plant and many other buildings under the
Ministry of Agriculture.8

Among the buildings individually covered in JSP articles were the headquarters
of the Ministries of Labor (1936/38), Education and Health (1936/44),
Economy (1938/43) and War (1938/41). On the other hand, the headquarters
of the Ministry of Justice (not yet built) was briefly described in an article by
Adalberto Mário Ribeiro during the Public Buildings Exhibition. Among the
buildings of the bodies under the aforementioned Ministries (built in the
former Capital City) were the Fish Processing Plant (1936/41), Customs (1939/
41), the National Press (1937/40) and the National Institute of Technology
(established in 1933). Buildings under the Ministry of Transport and Public
Works (MVOP) included the D. Pedro II Station (1936/40) and the Fábrica
Nacional de Motores (1940/42) with its industrial pole.

Some buildings for the prevention and awareness of leprosy, dispensaries,
boarding institutions and hospitals for the treatment of tuberculosis have been
mentioned by the authors of articles regarding government programs
concerning the fight against leprosy and tuberculosis through the National
Services for Leprosy (SNL) and Tuberculosis (SNT), both under the Ministry of
Education and Health (MES). In general, buildings under such programs were
located in rural areas or the outskirts of larger cities, designed in the neo-
colonial or Art Deco styles – or in less-than-clear ones – and were granted
stylistic freedom. Nevertheless, they tried to be compatible with the idea of
“regional constructions” described in the architectural guidelines.
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Also under the responsibility of the MES, technical and professional training in
the country was the topic of an article which listed high schools and the new
technical schools built in all states by the Government, whereas another
isolated article covered the National Technical School in Rio de Janeiro,
inaugurated in 1942. With regards to higher education, Brazil’s Cidade
Universitaria (CUB) had been covered in several articles which focused on the
evolution of the project design and the then current construction phases. The
National Philosophy College, which was part of the aforementioned university
and was located in four rented floors in an Art-Déco building at Avenida Beira-
Mar, was covered in such magazine.9

In the education area, but under the sponsorship of the National Center for
Agronomic Education and Research (CNEPA) with the Ministry of Agriculture,
the National School of Agronomy was the subject of extensive coverage on the
magazine. With regards to the architecture of the Ministry, the neo-colonial
style was considered adequate to the “rural” character of their premises and
was employed in the aforementioned school, the airport and the Iguaçu
National Park hotel, among others, as well as the headquarters of the Itatiaia
National Park.

Architect, designer of the last two aforementioned buildings and a respected
person in such Ministry, Angelo Murgel introduced his recently-designed project
for the headquarters of a public institute of agricultural research in the Arqui-
tetura e Urbanismo magazine (1939 September-October issue). In his article
entitled Rural Architecture, the famous architect justified the “rural” character
of his work as the most adequate to its purpose and anti-urban condition given
the technical and materials resources available locally. Thus, he did not
hesitate in emphasizing the role of the Government in the establishment of the
“Brazilian rural architectural standards, based on our men, their needs and
[...] possibilities” by means of “their technical bodies, [...] free from personal
preferences on style by those temporarily in power and “under the light of
modern principles”10

In particular, one is able to know a little bit more about the architectonic
production of the various Civil Ministries by reading articles by Adalberto Mário
Ribeiro on the Public Buildings Exhibition. Among such works (including built
and not-built projects), we have listed some sponsored by the Ministry of
Justice, such as the headquarters of such body (selected through a competition
won by architect Antônio Dias Carneiro) and that of the National Archives. We
have also listed some of the prison buildings, such as the former Ilha Grande
agricultural penal colony, and that of the welfare institution, namely the 15 de
Novembro Professional Training Institute. Within the Ministry of Labor, we have
listed the residential complex of terraced and two-story houses built in Rio de
Janeiro, Sao Paulo, Recife and Maceio by the body of Retirement and Pensions
Funds (CAPs).

The “good architecture”
In the 1939 article about the new headquarters of the MES, attention is drawn
to the quality of the text, which, seemingly written or guided by one of the
architects in the project team, sought to legitimize this genuine urban
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exponent and the architecture of the modern movement. It was even said that
the very history of architecture made us realize that during the thriving period
of the official works, they were in charge of the “initiative and the role of
pioneering artistic guidance” and, in the decadent years, while assuming a
“back-burner position”, the role of following the trend instead of leading it.11

In a scenario of “renewal of national activities and intense remodeling work” it
would be necessary to “seek for safely securing the way forward, establishing the
standard for future initiatives in line with the conclusions by the International
Modern Architecture Summits.” In this case, the path for the architecture of
the modern movement would be defined by the MES with the construction of its
new headquarters. Nevertheless, that Ministry would add “yet another purpose
which depended on the nature of their own services,” which was “to pursue to
guide our architecture down broad and well-defined paths.”12

More than ever, due to the ideology of the New State regime, the public gesture
of completion of official works was proclaimed an honor to their leader and an
example of the paths for Brazilian architecture. The exaltation of the figure of
the sponsoring statesman, however insightful, went beyond imagination in
Capanema’s acknowledgment speech to Vargas during the inauguration of the
MES headquarters on October 3rd 1945. The Minister claimed it to be “very
rare [...] for a head of State, besides his role as guardian of the arts [...], to
turn himself into a driver of renewal and rebelliousness in a field where the
omnipresent academic spirit exercised its strongest power at all times.”13

Apparently, the MES took over the mission it had been entrusted with - that of
providing a north to the Brazilian architecture - introducing the scale models of
the Colégio Industrial de Belo Horizonte, by Niemeyer, and the Hospital das
Clínicas de Porto Alegre, by Jorge Moreira, during the Public Buildings
Exhibition (1944).

When it came to the Brazilian Civil Aviation, the hydroplanes station (1937/38)
by Attilio Correa Lima and the Santos Dumont Airport (1937/44) by Marcelo
and Milton Roberto were both covered in a JSP article. With regards to the
station, the article highlighted the “independent structure”, which served as a
comfortable host for the opening ceremony, and the novelty represented by the
horizontal facade achieved by the roof of the building”, which received the
same level of attention as the remaining features.14

The architects, who happened to be brothers, witnessed the coverage on the
Brazilian Press Association headquarters (ABI, 1936/40), built “thanks to large
funding” granted by Getúlio Vargas in exchange for the “cooperation” of the
press in his “national resurgence program.” The article, followed by the
external viewing of the building and its two-story blueprint, indicated the many
“conceptual advances”, such as “the wide slabs without apparent beams” and
concrete wall bracing, considered innovative for “our construction techniques.”

Taking advantage of its proportions, the repetition of elements and the
light and shadow effect, the clever architects were able to create an
invaluable new architectural element which has become one of the features
of the National Architecture. Additionally, natural light is significantly
useful to the lighting of the building, taking advantage of direct light that
seeps through the interval between the plates as well as reflected light.15
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Picture 1: Model of the
secondary project (not built)
of the Ministry of Economy
headquarters, by Aristides
Figueiredo, in partnership with
architects Rafael Galvao e
Stelio de Morais.
Source: Civil Service Magazi-
ne, Jul. 1938, p. 126

Other standards of modernity in the
“getulian works”

The influence of the North American public administration over the new-state
regime had already become clear, and it had also occurred, at the architectural
level, to the height of buildings. Along with this typology was the desire to
achieve the “North American modern style”, as it was initially called in the USA
with a variation of “style” which was brought about in the 1925 Paris
Exhibition – later renamed as Art Déco – and which, from there, spread out to
the South American continent. In “carioca lands”, it was labeled “pseudo-
modernism”, which, according to Lucio Costa, found its true patrons there,
referring to architect Alessandro Baldassini.16 Architect Mário Santos Maia, a
staff with the Ministry of Labor who designed the headquarters of the MoL and
many office buildings in Rio de Janeiro, adhered to this stylistic trend as well.

The architecture of the “Getulian Works” buildings was not immune to the
American or Argentinian influence, as introduced on an JSP article about the
backup project designed for the headquarters of the Ministry of Labor (Pic. 1)
as a replacement to that by Wladmir Alves de Souza and Eneas Silva (winners
of the 1936 competition).

 [...] big public and semi-public buildings in North America and Argentina
served as examples for national modern public buildings. We recognize the
excellent advantages of such technique to the neo-classic style applied to
the type of building referred to as a ‘skyscraper’, with foundations in
natural granite from our quarries.17

Certainly, the modernity in the North American foundation, particularly
expressed by the Art Deco style, is more noticeably felt in the design of most of
the federal public buildings. In addition to the headquarters of the Ministry of

Picture 2: to the left, headquarters of the Ministry of Labor (1936/38) -
designed by Mario Santos Maia - and, to the right, still under
construction, the definitive headquarters of the Ministry of Finance
(1938-43), by architect Luis Eduardo Frias de Moura.
Source: CPDOC-FGV- Center for Research and Documentation on the
Contemporary History of Brazil. Gustavo Capanema Archive– GC Foto721_66
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Labor 18 (Pic. 2), other examples of such style can be found in the Ministry of
War (pic. 3) the D. Pedro II station (pic. 4), the Rio de Janeiro Customs (pic. 5)
and the National Press (pic. 6).

The JSP described as modern all of the buildings whose projects fully met the
requirements of “usefulness”, “convenience”, “comfort” and “purpose”. On the
other hand, new uses and programs defining urban projects elaborated with a
view to the varying nature of public services obliged their authors – whether they
were architects or engineers - to undergo a review of their project practice and
architectural culture. As reported in the JSP article with regards to the new
headquarters of the Ministry of Labor, located at the modern premises of the
Esplanada do Castelo, such requirements were becoming a prominent element
“over any other claims which could influence the design of projects, even when
it came to concerns about beauty and the aesthetic sense.”19

Even though the elements that compounded the classic matrix had survived in
these projects, they adopted innovative constructive solutions, such as
reinforced-concrete-free structures and wider spans contemplated in the new
internal area arrangement. Other innovations, such as waterproof flat slabs at
the top of buildings, were hardly ever used, hence the prevailing presence of
the old and traditional ceramic tiled roof enclosed by brickwork parapets.
Residues of old-fashioned or “avant-garde” elements were commonly mixed to
modern languages employed in projects for such buildings.

The ministry of war
In the first year of its construction, back in 1938, the new headquarters of the
Ministry of War (pic. 3) was covered on a JSP article entitled “The New
Building of the Headquarters of the Army”. Externally viewed through photos of
the initial project model and, internally, by the ground floor plan, the building
was presented as the result of the concerns of the “military authorities” when
erecting a “modern building”.

[...], more than any other description, this one conveys strict compliance by
their authors with the laws of beauty and the rules of aesthetics followed in
the North American style, without a doubt the most appropriate style for
big constructions of monumental character since it introduces the majesty
indispensable to a public building.20

So, the “modernity” in question would come as much as a result of the
“building technique, structured in the sense of aligning the concerns of
aesthetic order to the administrative interest”, as well as the “influence of the
so-called North American modern style”. The “composition” of a building
would be “monumental without repudiating the artistic sense – as per what
happens in the utilitarian style called ‘soviet’, which some intended to employ
as a revolutionary artistic concept”.21

After studies elaborated by other professionals had been refused, the project of
choice was the one by “paulista” Christiano Stocklerorer das Neves. Designer of
the Vila dos Sargentos (1937) in the “carioca” suburb of Deodoro, General
Manoel Rabello – Army Engineering Director – once again called upon the
architect to design the project of the new headquarters of the Ministry
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Picture 3: front-wing view of the
model for the headquarters of
the Ministry of War (by Christiano
Stockler das Neves).
Source: Civil Service Magazine,
Nov. 1938, p. 109

Picture 4: view of D. Pedro II
Station under construction,
overlooking the old Campo
Station, demolished in 1940 after
the completion of the works.
Source: Civil Service Magazine,
Jul. -Aug. 1939, p. 70.

(approved by Vargas and Eurico Gaspar
Dutra, the then Minister of War. Cristiano,
a staunch opponent of the modern
architecture movement, claimed that “all
architectural designs should translate and
indicate their purpose”.22

The land required for the construction of
the new headquarters would be that
occupied by the old Headquarters of the
Campo Barracks in the vicinity of Campo
de Santana (currently, Praça da Repúbli-
ca), including an additional twenty meters
for the front setback. The New Army
Headquarters Building Committee, headed
by military engineers Major Raul de

Albuquerque and Captain Rubens Teixeira, was established to direct and
supervise such works. Calculations on the reinforced concrete structure were
entrusted to the Calculus subsection of the Army Engineering Directorate.23

Inaugurated on 28 August 1941 under Minister Dutra’s administration during
the New-State and in parallel to the inauguration of Presidente Vargas Avenue,
the headquarters of the Ministry of War, with an area of 86.000 m², was the
largest public building in those days. Unlike the initial project and respective
model, it had been decided that the side wings of the old Barracks (one facing
Cristiano Ottoni Square and the other one facing the Itamaraty Palace) were to
be preserved and the rest of the site was to be demolished, keeping the

definitive plant with the same square configuration and the
central courtyard originally found in the existing building.24

The new wing overlooking Praça da República was built as
a horizontal 10-floor construction, intercepted in the
symmetrical axis by the 23-floor-high main square body,
staggered at the top end, causing the floor plan to
diminish inasmuch as the height increased. The Boards
and Inspectorates were housed in such wing, right beside
the Noble Room, with high double ceiling decorated with 5
patriotically-themed stained-glass windows designed by
Armando Viana. The ground floor of the new front wing
across from Marcilio Dias Street hosted the Companhia de
Guarda barracks, which consisted of the barracks
themselves, the mess, a casino for officers and several
other rooms.25

D. pedro ii station
Favored by its monumental aspect and strategic location,
right next to the newly opened Presidente Vargas Avenue in
the former Capital City, the buildings of the Ministry of War
and the D. Pedro II Station marked the meeting of “two
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scales in such strong contrast [...] : the old, European-style town of Rio and
the new American-style of the building.”26

Popularly known as Central do Brasil, the D. Pedro II station – the labor of the
Ministry of Transport and Public Works (MVOP) – was designed by architects
Roberto Magno de Carvalho, Geza Heller and Adalberto Szilard. It was built to
replace the old Campo Station, whose initial works dated back to November
1936. The station was finalized in 1940 and it was built immediately behind
the Campo Station area in a 2-block long plot of land.

The horizontal aspect of the building, marked by three 7-floor wings with two
underground levels bordering neighboring streets, was strongly contrasted by
the 21-floor, 135-meter-high square tower emerging from the corners of
Marechal Floriano Avenue and Bento Ribeiro Street. Showcasing a staggered
top, the tower, topped by four 10-meter-radius watches, was able to house
ancillary services to line divisions, traffic, transportation and power, with the
top three floors available for the radio and telegraph sections.

The “U” shape formed by the three wings internally delimited the 4,063-
square-meter covered hall, turning it into a single vault providing for the
movement of passengers, room for the ticket office and access to thirteen
platforms. This space also housed a Post Office and a Telegraph, the Caixa
Economica bank and a tourism agency in addition to restrooms, telephone
booths, lockers and the premises of the then National Propaganda Department
(DNP). The six floors on the other wings were to be occupied by commercial,
staff and equipment departments, in addition to bookkeeping and all
administration services for the D. Pedro II Station. On the first underground
level there were parking spaces for sixty vehicles, whereas the second one
housed the archives, storage area and other services.27

In the architectural design for the D. Pedro II station, one is able to
extrapolate the relationship between artistic intention and purpose of the
building, marked by the use of a streamlined profile as a way to convey a
sense of speed suggested by illustrations of the meeting of the two wings with
the tower and themselves on the corner of Senador Pompeu Street.

The fish processing plant
A spawn of legislation with which the Vargas government controlled fishing in
the country, the new Fish Processing Plant building in Rio de Janeiro was
inaugurated by Vargas on October 3, 1941. In the words of Vargas himself,
the “support to more vulnerable sectors of the population” and the defense of
the “working class” economy with a view to granting access to staple food
items demanded the creation of plants which facilitated the supply and the
“control over public power”. The initiative of erecting new buildings for this
purpose was entrusted to the Ministry of Agriculture, under the management
by Fernando Costa,28 which was marked by “measures for intensifying multi-
culture” and the enhancement of agricultural research and education.

Accustomed to employing the neo-colonial style for constructions of “rural”
character, the Ministry elected to resort to a different modern style for the
urban building erected alongside the XV de Novembro Square docks, one
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Picture 5: scale model of the
Fish Processing Plant, labor of
the Ministry of Agriculture
projected by architect Humberto
Nabuco dos Santos.
Source: Civil Service Magazine,
Jan. 1939, p. 56.

which was more in tune with the concerns the Art Deco facade. With a project
by architect Nabucco Humberto dos Santos (Ministry of Agriculture) and
structural calculation by engineer Leopoldo Schimmelpfeng, the construction
of the processing plant begun in 1936 and was headed by a committee made
up of the aforementioned professionals and two other employees. The nearly
3,500-square-meter area was designed in an “L” shape, which bordered the
private dock for fish landing on the bay side. The department was allocated in
two blocks, with the refrigeration area and the ice-making machine located in
the smaller, lower and airtight corner (perpendicular to the bay).29

The larger block, with six floors and an area of approximately 2,500 m²,
measuring 110.70 m. x 21.50 m with trusses at 5.80 m. x 7.0 m housed retail
and wholesale on the ground floor, whereas the health and statistical
monitoring of the Hunting and Fishing Directorate services were located on the
mezzanine.30 The first floor housed the packaging services and the first group
of cold storage rooms, with the premises for the Hunting and Fishing Museum
and the General Fisherman Polyclinic located on the second floor.31

The third floor housed the rest of the board, as well as the industrial section,
the research area and the conference hall. The fourth floor housed the
weather service, which had become the responsibility of the Agriculture
department. In the fifth and last floor there was a restaurant, where the
various live fish tanks contributed to the decoration of the dining area.32

This is how the JSP welcomed the new headquarters of the Fish Processing
Plant to Rio de Janeiro:

A visit to the new processing plant provides splendid views. The palace-like

grandeur of the work has nothing superfluous. The magnificent aesthetic

solution achieved presents a happy correspondence with usefulness. The
new warehouse is not only an expression of intelligence and of clear
determination at the service of overall well-being. It is also an

embodiment of good taste. Apart from solving a pressing problem, cultural

manifestations of art have not been left aside, having been integrated into

the layout and architectural finishing, decorations, etc.

It should be considered, therefore, as an auspicious event for art. Now,
the new State Government staff request the cooperation of real artists,

particularly avant-garde ones, much to the likes of what ended up taking
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Picture 6: Model of the National Press
building (current headquarters of the
Federal Police Inspectorate in Rio de
Janeiro).
Source: Civil Service Magazine, Nov.
1944, p. 111.

place in the building of the Ministry of Education and Health
headquarters, whose “hall” was decorated by painter Candido Portinari.33

The artist at hand was young sculptor Armando Schnoor who, at the age of
25, “accomplished his first major work [...] precisely for the portico” of the
building. The article by JSP compared the work of Schnoor to Frenchman
Jeauniot, highlighting that “the entire sequence of attitudes of the fishermen
in their fishing labors form a balanced composition, which fully reveals the
unusual personality of the artist.” It further clarified that the technique used
by the artist was “modern”, “resembling the very special traits of Diego Rivera,
without a doubt.” It concluded by claiming “the new and imposing Fish
Processing Plant headquarters in Rio de Janeiro to be [...] rich in decorative
stylization.” 34

The national press
In 1937, after a few failed attempts to build the new headquarters of the
National Press (pic. 6), Minister of Justice Jose Carlos de Macedo Soares
ordered the opening of a competition for the selection of a project to be built
in an area of 120 m x 140 m at Rodrigues Alves Avenue. Of the thirteen
projects entered in the competition, the one by architect Anibal de Melo Pinto
was the winner, with Ernani de Vasconcelos and the duo Jaziel de Cerqueira
Luz e Gabriel de Queiros Vieira winning the 2nd and 3rd places, respectively.35

The development and specifications of the project, as well the as financial and
technical direction of the work, were under the responsibility of the Works and
Engineering Division of the Ministry of Justice, and the structural calculation
was entrusted to Fragoso and Ness LLC.36

Inaugurated by President Vargas on December 28, 1940, the new
headquarters of the Government Printing Bureau occupied 11,876 m² out of
16,800 m² of land in the plant, achieving a total 29,960 m² total built-up
area, of which little more than 15,500 m² were taken up by workshops. The
building, whose plants housed industrial-scale services, was enclosed by two
four-story wings (front and back) and two 3-story wings (sides), enclosing the

central courtyard, which was crossed
over by three service blocks posted
side by side. The composition, with
American Art Deco influences, was
signaled by a 43-meter-high tiered
tower topped by clocks and built in
the same axis as the front facade,
which granted access to patrons.
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Picture 7: Model of the three buildings
of the Rio de Janeiro Customs Building
complex (center), with the Analysis
Laboratory to the left and the
Guardamoria to the right.
Source:  Civil Service Magazine, Apr-
May. 1939, p. 109.

The rio de janeiro customs building
Accustomed to modern patterns other than the Corbusian style employed at
the MES Headquarters, the board of Domínio da União (DDU) in the Ministry
of Finance adopted a new criterion for its projects, which was to “avoid
extreme uses of the modern style because it is not appropriate for government
offices”.37

Thus, the Santa Catarina Fiscal Police Office and the Florianopolis Customs
office, the Uruguaiana Customs Office in Rio Grande do Sul and the Porto
Esperança Customs Revenue Bureau in Mato Grosso were built. Similarly, the
Rio de Janeiro customs (pic. 7), the Pernambuco Tax Police Office and Recife
Customs, as well as the Mato Grosso Tax Police Office – the last two designed
by architect Ernani de Vasconcelos (employee of the Ministry) – were also
built.38 Projects for the Rio de Janeiro and Recife Customs, as well as the
project for the Porto Feliz Customs Revenue Bureau - the brainchild of DDU’s
Works Division - were approved directly by Getúlio Vargas.39

Through a resolution passed by Ulpiano de Barros, Head of DDU, the
definitive project for the Rio de Janeiro Customs building was entrusted to
engineer Aristides Fernandez de Figueiredo and engineer-architects Jose
Affonso Soares and Edson Nicoll, both with the Engineering and Works Section
of the regional arm of the DDU. Although the project had been completed by
September 1938, the fact that the first studies were initiated at the end of
1934 guaranteed that it would not be subject to a December 1935 Decree on
competitions for “public buildings of large proportions”.40 The natural choice
of location for the construction of the Rio de Janeiro Customs Department was
the harbor area since the customs warehouses were already located there,
making the clearance services and the assessment of imported goods, as well
as the safekeeping of the vessels, quite easier. Thus, a choice was made to
employ the land on block 11H at Rodrigues Alves Avenue, in the stretch
opposite warehouse 1 (in the vicinity of Praça Maua) since it was serviced by
tram and bus lines and close to the downtown area.41

With regards to the design solution for the program that rounded up the three
services – Customs offices, Guardamoria and the analysis laboratory – they

opted for housing them in
independent buildings placed side
by side at the Rodrigues Alves
Avenue block (beside warehouse 1,
just around the corner from Maua
Square). The tallest building, at the
center, was assigned to customs; the
identical 4-floor buildings on the
right and left were assigned to the
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Guardamoria and the analysis laboratory – respectively. Daring to design new
internal spatial arrangements, a choice was made for an independent structure
resting on top of Franki pile foundations. The final construction area achieved
10,642 m², with 7,778 m² assigned to Customs, 1,530 m² to the Guardamoria
and 1,334 m² to the analysis laboratory.42

According to the JSP article, the solution adopted was justified for
administrative and technical reasons, since those departments operated in
different schedules, with two fixed shifts (Customs and lab) and a non-
standard one (Guardamoria). The technical reasons had to do with future
expansions of services assigned to each of the divisions as well as bringing the
light and ventilation levels to a more satisfactory configuration, thus avoiding
the inner courtyards. The possibility of having a unified system for water
supply, gas, chilled water (for the mechanical ventilation system), telephony
and power meters for the three buildings was perceived as an important
economy factor. Equally important was the fact that each Division was to have
a dedicated ground floor for the provision of services to the public, which
would prevent excessive traffic on elevators by staff members and patrons.43

Final considerations
As a “structuring agent” of the modernization of the country, the State under
Vargas (1930-45) was characterized by the growing interventionism and
administrative centralization, especially during the New State regime (post-
1937). It was also the great driver of renewing architecture with more rational
purposes, having in mind the broad construction program for “modern” public
buildings to house the various bodies, services and federal programs
throughout the national territory.

Given the building concerns stemming from that and related to “usefulness”,
“convenience”, “comfort”, “purpose” and the standardization of architectural
and “regional” styles, the State gave a stamp of approval to buildings
considered to be modern and ready to symbolize the “State/National visual
identity”44, one that would further Brazilian culture and identity.

If architecture under the Vargas State was supposed to be modern and
exemplary, even if almost all of it fell under a mantle of conservative modernity
(neo-colonial, Art Deco and variations), there certainly was coherence and
discursive consistency among the actors (authorities and designers) and media
channels.

JSP articles on public buildings provide evidence of such scenario, since they
reflect the Government’s mentality and architectural concerns. That was made
even more evident in the speech by Minister of Labor Alexandre Marcondes
Filho. Delivered at the opening of the Public Buildings Exhibition (1944) and
directed to Vargas, it could not, therefore, fail to give credit to State patronage
on the steering of Brazilian architecture.

[...] providing public services with perfect and appropriate facilities which
are in line with the practical requirements inherent to the modular
structuring of administrative bodies, Your Excellency [...] performs, in one
fell swoop, a far-reaching task for the furtherance of architectural
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possibilities, providing Brazil with the necessary stimuli for the creation of
architecture which is adapted to our reality and allied to the collaboration
of our best artistic vocations in the realms of administrative space,
functional efficiency and public comfort. Therefore, Your Excellency
presides over the rebirth of the official Brazilian architecture, seeking and
encouraging the establishment of our representative standards through the

eclecticism of forms and the variety of suggestions tailored to our

changing times and peculiarities of our climate.45
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